


  

  

 



We have chosen four fields on which to focus our research resources:
Climate Change, Sustainable Material Cycles, Environmental Risk, and the Asian Environment.

We undertake advanced, farsighted fundamental research on a continuous basis for the safety and security of our society.  
We are able to procure competitive funding on the basis of our fundamental research, which forms the backbone of our institute, and that 
allows us to maintain our top-level standing within the country.
Furthermore, we are working hard to create an intellectual infrastructure that will let us build research networks and implement our research 
more effectively.

In addition to actively disseminating our most recent research results, we collect and categorize environmental information so that it can be 
distributed in an easy-to-use format through various media such as the internet.

    The National Institute for Environmental Studies endeavors to solidify its role as a core research organization for environmental issues, while 
making the most efficient use of its resources.  The institute works to address issues that have been identified as priority topics.  In our five-year 
plan (2006-2010), we aim to allocate our resources strategically and dynamically in order to both enhance our research activities and make our 
operations more efficient.  In addition, we will actively work to share our research results and collect, organize, and disseminate environmental 
information.

Strategic Research that will lead to a Sustainable Society

We have identified four areas of research on which to focus our combined resources.

Overview of the Second Five-Year Plan (2006-2010)

Focusing our Resources on Four Priority Programs

Maintaining high standards through the fundamental research which forms the backbone of our institute

    Through our fundamental research divisions and research centers, we undertake advanced, farsighted research on a continuous 
basis for the safety and security of our society in order to combat potential and urgent environmental problems.
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Pro-active publication of research results paired with the collection, organization, and dissemination of environmental information

    In order to foster a scientific understanding of environmental issues, we disseminate a variety of environmental information 
from both internal and external sources and offer reports on our research activities and results.  In addition, we have an 
effective administrative framework that supports our research activities.

Climate Change

Sustainable Material Cycles

Environmental Risk

Asian Environment

We will use the institute’s collective strength to perform research on climate change and its 
impact through monitoring and modeling, and create targets and scenarios that will lead us 
toward becoming society that ceases to induce climate change.

Our research focuses on materials and substances in order to envision a sound material cycle 
society.  We outline the social mechanisms and technology systems that are necessary to 
achieve such a society based on appropriate waste management and material cycles.

We perform comprehensive research on how to assess environmental risks, such as the effects of 
chemical substances, invasive species, and nanoparticles on human health and ecosystems.

In the Asian region, with developing countries experiencing rapid economic growth, we must 
make a concerted effort to discover paths to sustainable development.  We will establish 
environmental management technologies and strategies for creating a society in which it is 
possible to live in harmony with nature by examining the problem from various vantage points, 
including the atmosphere, water, material cycles, and ecosystems.  The expected outcome of 
our research is a scientific basis for providing effective policy recommendations.
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Collaboration and Feedback
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Developing environmental impact assessment methods based
on the perspectives of biodiversity and ecological function

The disposition of nanoparticles in the environment and assessment of associated health risks

Sensitivity factors in health risks from chemicals 

Risk assessment of the complex causes of chemical exposure based on integrated analysis

Deposition of nanoparticles in the respiratory organs

Health risk assessment of nanomaterials 

Dynamic state and toxicity of asbestos in respiratory organs 

Biological recalcitrance

Controlled substances

Production of combustion

Scenery

Ecosystems

Biological communities

Graduated Environmental Risks

Species, individuals

Genes

Field research

Mathematical and 
statistical models

Developing graduated assessment methods

Indoor and 
outdoor experiments

Research on effects of environmental 
nanoparticles in the body
Assessing effects based on the dimensions 
of the nanoparticle

Various environmental factors

Water contamination
Fishing

Altering habitats
Dividing habitats

Precious metals
Agricultural chemicals

Invasive species

Investigating amounts that remain and 
accumulate in the body 

Determining the end point of hazardous effects

Dose-response relationships of hazardous materials

Sensitivity factors across time
Subfactor

Impacts at certain developmental stages

System for assessing exposure 
that includes an integrated 

understanding of complex factors

Bioassays, integrated understanding from exhaustive analysis

Risk analysis based on time
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Sensitivity factors for higher functions

Over-reaction to chemicals

1

Complex sensitivity factors
Subfactor

Allergic disorders
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Chemicals

New assessment 
technologies to reduce 

chemical emissions

New integrated assessment 
technology for complex 
environmental pollution

Risk analysis that corresponds to different scales of area 

Tissue permeability
and effects of

nanosize
inhaled particles

Nervous system, 
Immunity system, 
Endocrine system

Disruption of 
higher functions

Subfactor

Analysis of 
mobilizing 

factors Assessment of 
health risks

Exposure of airways to nanoparticles  
Developing methods for screening harmful 
substances
Biological risk assessment of environmental 
nanoparticles

Priority Program

Environmental Risk
Developing Risk Assessment Methodologies for a Society that Understands Risk

    We are creating chemical exposure assessment methods that make use of hierarchical dynamic environmental models and monitoring data 
obtained from various environmental measurement technologies.  To clarify the relationship between environmental factors and diseases such as 
allergies from the viewpoint of sensitivity, we investigate the effects of chemicals on endocrine, immune, and nervous systems, and the biological 
impacts of nanoparticles and fibrous substances.  In addition, we are proposing environmental risk assessment methods based on biodiversity 
and ecosystem functioning.

    We aim to establish exposure assessment that effectively and 
comprehensively considers the complex causes of exposure.  We are building a 
framework for assessing exposure that helps us understand multiple factors 
from natural environmental dynamics and exposure on a hierarchical time-space 
scale.
•Developing methods to analyze exposure and determining hierarchical 
dynamics from the regional to the global level from GIS data.
•Using bioassays and exhaustive analysis techniques to understand the complex 
causes of exposure.
•Developing new methods for risk assessment that involve an integrated 
analysis of sociological data and conventional assessment methods.

Integrated exposure assessment analysis of the complex 
factors of chemical exposure

    To understand the triggering of chemical sensitivity reactions in individuals, 
we analyze the effects of environmental chemicals on higher biological 
functions such as genetics, developmental, reproductive, immune, and 
neuro-behavioral systems.  Our aim is to establish experimental models for 
assessing health risk from environmental chemicals at low doses in susceptible 
individuals.
•Establishing a new experimental model to identify and assess harmful effects 
on nervous and immune system functions following exposure to environmental 
chemicals at low doses.
•Selecting reliable and feasible methods to investigate the effects of 
environmental chemicals on experimental animals in various developmental 
stages (fetus, infant, elderly).
•Developing a screening system to assess complex sensitivity factors that reveals 
when exposure to environmental chemicals aggravates health disorders (e.g. 
allergic diseases).

Health risk assessment methods of environmental 
chemicals that cause sensitivity

    We investigate the biological impact of ultrafine particulate matter and 
environmental nanoparticles and determine how they behave in the body.  
We are working towards establishing health risk assessment methods that are 
geared to these kinds of particles rather than to regular chemicals.
•Performing research on environmental particles in the exhaust gases of 
vehicles that have a particle diameter of less than 50nm and have high cell and 
tissue permeability.  Investigating the toxicity of nanomaterials that are being 
used as particles and assessing health risk and impacts on respiratory organs.
•Examining the disposition and biological impact of asbestos, which permeates 
tissues and is thought to cause lung cancer.  Researching toxicity assessments of 
asbestos that has been disposed and treated with heat.

Assessing the health risks associated with 
the disposition of environmental nanoparticles
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    The objective of the project is to establish comprehensive assessment systems 
for natural ecosystems through the development of stage-specific assessment 
procedures for loss of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning.  Specifically, we 
are aiming to do the following.
•Analyzing through field and experimental studies impacts of various 
environmental stress factors on biological populations and communities in 
aquatic ecosystems.
•Assessing invasion risk of alien species and their parasites. 
•Performing risk analysis in the field using mathematical models.

Developing environmental risk assessment methods based 
on biodiversity and ecosystem functioning4





Organization   - Strategic and dynamic framework that makes the best use of our assets - 

    In order to anticipate the environmental and societal conditions and issues that will exist in the next decade and make contributions that are relevant 
to environmental policy, we have established four priority research programs that identify the problems that the institute must tackle in a focused and 
integrated way.  We have created a research structure and support framework that allows the strategic and dynamic use of the research resources we 
have collected up to now and works towards the combined goals of strengthening our research activities and optimizing our management practices.  

Environmental Information Center

Laboratory of Intellectual Fundamentals for Environmental Studies

Asian Environment
Research Group

Center for Global
Environmental Research

Research Center for
Environmental Risk

Water and Soil Environment DivisionAtmospheric Environment Division Environmental Biology Division

General Affairs DivisionPlanning Division

President

Audit Section

Auditor

Executive D irector (Research) Executive Director (Management)

Environmental Chemistry DivisionSocial and Environmental Systems Division Environmental Health Sciences Division

Adviser

Priority
Programs

Sustainable Material Cycles Environmental Risk Asian EnvironmentClimate Change

Fundamental Research

Maintenance of Intellectual Infrastructure for Research

Collection and Provision of Environmental Information

Research Center for Material Cycles
and Waste Management
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